The Constitutional Revision Committee will recommend the creation of a nine-man board to run the combined ND-SMC student governments. Chairman Ed Ellis revealed last night. Under the plan, the new board would replace both ND’s student senate and SMC’s assembly.

The plan, drawn up by Ellis, Hall Life Commissioner Bob Higgins, and Academic Commissioner Fred Gualfrida, would divide the merged campus into six districts. The board would be composed of a representative or “commissioner” from each district, the Chairman of the Hall Presidents’ Council, and the Student Body President, and Vice-President, both of whom would be elected as they currently are.

Under the plan, the Board would be the sole student legislative body. Minus the SBVP, it would serve on the SLC as student representatives. Each district commissioner would determine the policy of one cabinet position in student government.

The Constitutional Revision Committee is currently split into six subcommittees, each one concerned with drawing up a different section of the plan. The new constitution will contain changes in the composition and roles of the Judicial Council, Student Union, and Hall Life Commissioner. The system Ellis hopes will go into effect on April 1.

Ellis feels that this system will be far superior to the current one. According to Ellis, “the new system will take the 50 man Senate, the 6 SLC members and the 10 cabinet members and compress them into a more efficient group. It will also place the HLC chairman on the Board of Commissioners and the NLC. This will allow the various views of hall life to have a direct voice in all decisions.”

The new constitution must be ratified by either a campus-wide referendum in which 66 per cent of the students must vote and a fifty per cent majority of those voting must be achieved, or the current Student Senate and the SMC assembly.

---

**If new plan passes**

**Nine-man board may run ND, St. Mary’s Student Government**

By Daniel P. Rock

Four members of the Student Life Council endorsed the resolutions passed last Thursday night but a fifth, Rev. Thomas Blantz, an Administrative representative, attacked the concept of hall autonomy and expressed grave reservations about the bill as a whole.

“I voted against the Resolution by the Hall Life Committee because I was opposed to the substance of them,” said Blantz, Student Affairs Vice President.

The other four members last protested, “the method in which they were submitted and passed.”

Hall Life Committee Chairman Buzz Imhoff, Hall Life Committee members Prof. Peter Thornton and Rev. Thomas Chambers, and Student Body President John Barkett agreed that the SLC is moving in the “right direction.”

“The SLC is a workable force,” Imhoff.

“This is by far the most formal proposal made by the SLC regarding parietals and since it has been so thought out it shows where the student body stands.”

**Proposals from the HLC**

1. (accepted by the SLC) established University sanctions against facny, assault, and sale and distribution of drugs. Recommended sanctions against drinking and parietal violations be established by the halls.

2. (rejected by the SLC) established the hall judicial boards at the courts which would initiate the trials of the violations of University rules.

3. (accepted by the SLC) would have halls establish their own rules pertaining to the “good order of the hall,” including parietal rules.

The four assenting members agreed that hall life has changed in recent years and for the better.

“The systems of the Hall Councils, Resident Assistants and Section Leaders have brought the students closer together,” said Chambers. “The students have the greatest respect for the resident assistants and the resident assistants have been very effective in maintaining good order.”

Blantz, however, expressed deep concern over the resolutions.

“These two resolutions entail a very fundamental change in the University’s Disciplinary Code. This Code was the result of long weeks of study and discussion and yet, Thursday night the SLC voted a major revision of the Code after discussion of a little over an hour.”

The second proposal of the Hall Life Committee was not accepted by the SLC. Those interviewed concurred that they are not sure what changes will be made by the Rules and Regulations Committee of the SLC but it will not be brought about before the Board of Trustees on October 22.

(Continued on page 3)
Brown met with militants prior to shooting, cops say


New York, Oct. 17 - The St. Louis police said Sunday that H. Rap Brown and three men seized with him early Saturday morning after a robbery at a West Side bar here were seen together in that city several weeks ago.

According to an informant for the St. Louis police, the fugitive black militant leader had been meeting with the other men, members of the black liberators, an activist group in that city that had lost its influence in recent months.

The St. Louis police reported that one of the men, whom they said they could not identify, had gone to Cairo, Ill., and that they had lost track of the other two.

The men were being held here on $150,000 bail each after a shootout with the police at the Red Carpet Lounge. They were identified as Arthur Lee Perry, 25, Sam Pettie, 21, and Levi Valentine, 24. Pettie was said to have been known as Brown's bodyguard. All three men are wanted by the St. Louis police on criminal charges, including an indictment for carrying firearms.

Brown's identity became known after he was shot twice on the roof of a building on West 8th Street, where he had been followed by a policeman after the bar robbery. Police here and FBI agents in Washington confirmed his identity through separate checks of his fingerprints.

Meanwhile, Brown was looked over by telephone at a West Side stationhouse, but his arrangement was delayed until he in physically able to appear in court. He suffered two gunshot wounds and was taken to Roosevelt Hospital, where he is under guard by the police.

Neither Brown's family nor his lawyers would identify him at the hospital on Saturday. William Kunstler who is representing Brown in federal charges, said after viewing the prisoner through a small aperture into his hospital room that he could not determine that the man was Brown.

Haywood Burns of the National Council of Black lawyers, who was admitted to the recovery room said the man "did not look like Mr. Brown."

Relatives of Brown who visited the hospital declined to comment. While the police were certain that the man was Brown, they were busy today trying to make arrangements for his prosecution here on charges of armed robbery, assault and possession of weapons.

"Our charges will take precedence over all others," a police department spokesman said. "There obviously was an attempt to kill."
Hall Life Committee's second proposal, dealing with judicial policy, Imhoff said, "I really wasn't disappointed. We might have been a little out of our field. We just don't have experts and it was the least important of the three resolutions."

Professor Thornton responded that although he is not acquainted with the composition of the judicial boards, "All violations will still go before the Dean of Students. The actions voted on wouldn't affect a change of machinery, but we did feel it was a worthwhile recommendation."

It was the third proposal which achieved the most controversy. Chambers said that he was very much in favor of the resolution.

MANASA, the Mental Health Nursing School, according to Social Commissioner Don Mooney, will act as the main ticket supplier for the All Hall annual dance, "because no bleacher seating will be sold, Mooney suggested that students should purchase tickets as soon as possible before they go on sale to the general public. According to Mooney, tickets will be sold at $4.50 and $3.50 per person.

Further information explaining where tickets will be sold will appear in the Observer later this week.

Blantz calls Parietals 'Christian'.

... (Continued from page 1)

... (Continued from page 1)

Blantz's final objection was that he feared the resolution would invite open violation in the halls.

"I am not arguing that the hours have to be eleven o'clock or two o'clock, but that we should have some hours. There is a question of the moral environment. If public hotels show some concern over unmarried men and women spending the night together, I think a Catholic university professing publicly to be following the teachings and example of Christ should be much more concerned with the creation of an environment here of high Christian standards and ideals. Furthermore, given the academic nature of a university and the importance of personal study, I think it is good that there can be a time when such socializing ceases and an atmosphere of study and quiet can prevail."

Whether or not the resolutions will be accepted by the Board of Trustees is another story. Buzz Imhoff said, "I don't know, but it should be interesting."

27 student nurses help MANASA

MANASA opened its membership to the students of Memorial Nursing School, according to President Bruce Hooper. Twenty-seven student nurses out of a total student enrollment of one hundred and eighty signed up at the meeting held there. Memorial Nursing School SBF Debbie Powell and SVP Janet Stults will act as the coordinating officers.

MANASA, the ND-SMC chapter of the Mental Health Association, has about one hundred and twenty volunteers from Notre Dame and St. Mary's.

sibilities of hall autonomy." Imhoff said that he was especially pleased "that our third resolution passed."

Student Body President John Barkett contended, "I think it is a good report. Like I said earlier, if implemented, I'm sure many fears will be disproven. Blantz on the other hand, opposed and voted against the third proposal "Hall autonomy first of all needs a clear definition. We speak of complete autonomy or limited autonomy, but perhaps this isn't correct. Perhaps autonomy is like pregnancy: you cannot be slightly pregnant or partially pregnant; you are either pregnant or you are not. Could a hall decide that it no longer wanted the University's mail service or fire insurance or electricity, for example? It is my opinion that Hall autonomy needs a lot more thought than study."
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Hunt finds no help in councilman bid
by Anthony Abowd

You're making a big mistake if you count too heavily on citizen participation in your campaign for office. At least that's what Douglas Hunt, a Notre Dame graduate, has learned in his current contest for the South Bend Common Council. "The single most important mistake I've made" said Hunt "was overestimating people's receptivity to getting involved in politics." He is running as the Democratic candidate for Third District City Councilman.

With the election barely two weeks away Hunt is appealing to local college students to help in his campaign. "It's not as prestigious as campaigning for a presidential candidate but it has a much greater chance of success," he said.

This summer Hunt walked through his entire 5,000 household district and broke it down into neighborhood sections.

Sears

.....new from Sears

BLACK LIGHT

It's dazzling ... it's shimmery ... it's eerie

Turn on a new kind of excitement. Flick on the black light . . . behold, the beautiful specially designed posters gleam with scintillating color. Posters, in sets of 3, in many designs. Choose from 6 sets.

$13.99

8 1/2 x 11 black light posters ... 3.99

Black light, good-looking in wood-grained finish with chrome trim.

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND LETTERS JOB INTERVIEWS

Oct. 25 Sears, Roebuck Co. - Date Processing.

All Liberal Arts graduates interested in Data Processing Management Training Program.

INTERVIEWS FOR BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION JOB INTERVIEWS

Oct. 25 Crowe, Chink and Company.

BBA and MBA in Accounting.

Sears, Roebuck & Co. - Date Processing.

Oct. 26 Bethlehem Steel Corp.

BBA in Accounting.

Amoco International Oil Co.

BBA in Accounting.

Oct. 27 Arthur Young & Co.

BBA in Accounting, MBA. LL.B with undergraduate emphasis in accounting.

Oct. 28-29 Crowe, Chink and Company.

BBA in Accounting, Mgt. for Financial Management Program only.

Oct. 29 Monsanto

BBA in Accounting.

Oct. 29 Detroit Bank and Trust Co.

BBA and MBA.

College, BAA and MBA.

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.

BBB in Accounting. (May and August graduates only.)

WASHINGTON-MARYLAND-VIRGINIA CLUB

There are still a few seats available for 737 UNITED JET for Thanksgiving

Ticket Prices: $3000 - one way $5200 - round trip

Transportation from Campus to Airport included

1) Departure: Nov. 24, 1971 South Bend - Wed. at 2:00 pm. Arrival: National Airport at 3:45 pm.

2) Departure: Nov. 28, 1971 National Airport - Sun. at 10:00 pm. Arrival: South Bend Airport at 11:45 pm.

For reservations call 6934 - Wayne Hall or 1765 - Bill Fettan after 5:00 on Monday. On Tuesday call Wayne Hall at 6934 after 5:00.
Kelly Flynn

Poco delivered a superb concert last Saturday, but their music served its full impact during the concert into a live affair. Poco stirred up in the Notre Dame crowd their music served it's full impact during the concert into a live affair. Audience reaction to Poco remained high at all times. The start of a new song didn't raise th...
Letters to the Editor

Beerslayer defended

Editor:

Amidst flashbacks of previous years tarnished with authoritarianism and repression at the hands of secondary school principals, runs, and the like, we are, needless to say, stunned by the orthodox voices crying out in the Letters to the Editor on Wednesday concerning the refreshing spontaneity of Notre Dame's collective football Enterprise. It is indeed unfortunate that the band was obstructed considering their hours of practice and efforts to turn what out turned to be their usual fine performances and we certainly do not condone any repugnitions of this. But are we to believe the conformists reprovals, like so many slaps on the wrists, will be tolerated by Notre Dame's collective free souls? To all you image-conscious格尔s who would prefer the suppression of those “20-30 percent” unabashed Summerhill children, we say, “Hot Chill is Groovy,” and “Go Irish!”

Mike McQuestion
Steve Podgurski
Jim Neff
Kurt Rottey
224 Lyons

Editor:

On Friday, October 1, there was a pep rally where the same “grooves, nudity, immaturity, and drunkenness” occurred as on the preceding half-time of the Michigan State game. Attending such Friday night rallies has, is, and always will be a must for visiting parents, friends, and alumni. By their presence and participation, we must assume they both enjoy and condone this type of sport.

Admittedly, a pep rally should not occur to its fullest during a game, out of consideration for others in attendance who came to watch the game. Nevertheless, throughout the stadium, openly in the student section, and in thousands of homes, the same spirit is felt or actually acted out. During the Michigan State game, perhaps because of the regional热烈, the students put out of hand. Would one condemn them for their immaturity or because their actions were broadcasted by ABC? From the tone of previous letters we conclude the writers were outraged because of this same spirit, hell raising, immaturity, exhibition, or whatever one may call it, was publicized to millions. They were outraged because the so-called ND image was tarnished. Isn’t it hypocritical to condone actions private to the ND community and then condemn these actions when broadcasted?

We agree that the band deserves an apology for the rash and ill-timed actions of those of the field. But we do not propose to judge the maturity, class, or emotional stability of those students. By this one incident, our alumni propose to pass this judgment. However, this judgment secondary to their concern for our national image?

Jim Neff
Toni Lettinger
James Gattas
427 South Fellows

McNAMARA, INC.

Letter to the Editor

Editor:

It was with considerable amusement that I read the letters to the editor concerned with the alleged gross and crude behavior of a segment of the student body during the Michigan State game.

My question: Why weren’t the actions of the players on the field considered gross and crude also? I didn’t find their actions to be particularly refined and gentlemanly. Anyway, in all probability there were fewer student injuries in their activities than those of the football players.

But don’t get me wrong. I enjoyed these refereed goonities truly; the game was on a higher level than the halftime display. After all, football has rules, precision, organization and structure.

See you next Saturday Ed Walters

Editor

The Observer

CLASSIFIED ADS

For Sale

Great price to sell or to be.
Fully Washable. Call Jim 882.
4-track Player, 25 tapes. All for $25. Call Pat 199.

STUDENT RECORD STORE is open now
new albums, large stock of latest cuts.
303 E. Ninth-Hall Open Continually Fr 3:00.

Electric typewriter- Brand New! $105 1001.
Quality & track tapes. Big selection.
All only $2.50

Prices slashed on all posters to reduce stock. Posters that were $1.50 now $1.00. For information come to 813 Flanner, 611 Grace or 315 South Regine or call phone 1056.

For Sale

46, 1968
for $65.
45's: JAG X TYPE E COUPE
for $20.
Catskill and John Fred of one at 739 E. 991.
Wish.

Talma Top for 1962-63 Triumph 10.4
4-speed to be sold. Originally $32. New $25.
339.172.

Nik Valiant, 4-cyl, stick, con
vertible. Bob or best offer 233.987.

PERSONALIZED STATIONARY 25 sheets and envelopes $.95. Other custom items available. Grad for gifts. Call Don 3279.

be safe. Prevent criminal assault with SHERIFF 55. New invention takes the offender, even a gang, a STANLEY knife $2.96 Richard Home 6121 W. Marion, Mich. Call 299-493. Free delivery.

Found
Brown glasses by Regina parking lot.
Show ID.

PERSONALS

All that is gold does not glitter—4719

not understanding what difference football season makes, but he that will not use it appears hell raising is acceptable as long as it is in front of a camera tube.

I would agree that the band’s activities were misconstrued, but while I thought the field display was stupidly, it was purveyed, that was not the band’s production. As per G. Morris, and the being both dry’s legs a bit of a “coarse activity” and not the action of a highly responsible, considerate.

Meanwhile folk hero Jamie Egan rakes a feature article

Bill Godrey
264 Morrey Manor

New York — Thirty-seven drama, dance and opera groups will receive $10 million in grants under a new program disclosed by the Ford Foundation. The purpose of the grants was said to be to enable them economically to produce more programs to cope with their accumulated deficits.

Ellen, why do you keep me in suspense? Where-ever you are please call. CO. 8739

Sandy Brown, Daily Brown.

Despite the cold weather—Happy Birthday, Kathy.

WANTED

Persons wanted to run a very profitable business. Earning abilities are unlimited and well above average income level. No qualifications necessary. P.O. Box 500, Maiden Mail. Please reply.

Need 3 adjacent general admission tickets to USC. Call Tom 287-2971.

Wanted: Five general admission tickets to USC. Call Anne Marie 3114.

ROYAL VALLEY SKI SCHOOL

601 5th, Butte, MT 59712.

A fully equipped ski instruction and ski equipment repair. Call: 656-3161.

NOTICES

Fix your own car. Tonight. We have the SPACE + TOOLS + PARTS AND$killed off the years and SAVE. Autolite 817, 30th in Billin, 844-1980. Open mornings and weekends.

Mortgage Loan Fund
La Fortune
612-1257.

Will work on Volkswagens II years experience reasonable. Call 273-3862 or 272-2514 after 9 PM.

Share a two bedroom apartment one mile from campus. Apply in person 4:30 pm at 49.4. Phone 293-3840.

Free: Vivianne Woodard make-up lessons, samples, catalog, gift wrap. For appointment call Ely 246-3039.

JACI (JORDAN) at 287-2271 for (APL's) Soul Inter-Center. Vivianne Woodard = Ebel Caliente, Line, Brown. See her in the house on Thursday in the dorm and free make-up lessons.

Classified Ad: $2.00 per week. Ad must Approved by the Faculty Advisor. Class: $1.50 per week. Ad must Approved by the Faculty Advisor.

Classified Ad for in cash when ordered: O Clock 12:15-15. Ads in by 1:30 on day before publication.
The Irish forward wall rises up to block Ken Craven's field goal attempt in the third quarter of Saturday's game. This play enabled the Notre Dame defense to record their second straight shutout and boost their string of scoreless quarters to 14 and touched off...
**Pirates win the Series**

by Joe Durso

(C) 1971 New York Times News Service

Baltimore, Oct. 17 - The Pittsburgh Pirates completed one of the most dramatic reversals in baseball history Sunday when they defeated the favored Baltimore Orioles, 2-1, and won the 86th World Series in the seventh and final game.

The National League champions did it in the face of long odds, against the team that had taken three straight American League pennants and had swept the first two games.

But the Pirates came storming back to win four of the next five, and they deprived the Orioles in a titling duel behind the four-hit pitching of Steve Blass.

The 22-year-old right-hander already had stopped the Orioles on three hits on Tuesday in Pittsburgh, and Sunday afternoon, before a roaring crowd of 47,291 persons in Memorial Stadium, he stopped them for the second time in six days.

He enjoyed support from Roberto Clemente, who capped his 19th season in a Pittsburgh uniform by hitting the home run that put the Pirates ahead in the fourth inning.

The Pirates' other run was scored by a home run of the eighth by running a single over second base. Relanger followed with a double and turned it over the 3-0 mark on a sacrifice fly by Matty Alou.

The final act unfolded today with the Pirates' last hopes dashed by the four-hit pitching of Jim Bunning, who retired the last six batters to prevent any last-minute upset.

The Pirates had the tying runs on second and third, with Buford batting and the stadium rocking. The little left fielder pulled the 1-2 pitch behind first base. He lost the race to the bag against Robertson, but Hendricks scored and it was 2-1 with two down.

The issue was put to Dave Johnson, who had singled home the tying run with two down in the eighth yesterday. But this time he rammed a 2-and-2 pitch to deep left-center and was thrown out by Jack Hernandez to end the rally - one-run shy.

In the ninth, the Pirates almost fashioned their lead with a pair of two-out singles off Pat Dobson. But Weaver brought in Dave McNally, who retired Stargell on a fly to center. The pitcher popped up to Hernandez on the grass.

Two pitches later, Stargell, who was thrown out by Hernandez.

The Orioles were the ex-champions. The Pirates, counted out by most observers beforehand, were the new champions, and about $10,000 richer per man.

---

**TO MAKE NEW FRIENDS...**

**$10.00 CERTIFICATE**

This certificate will be good for $10.00 reduction on any suit or sportcoat/sweater outfit from our regular stocks. You can choose from a fine selection of university styled apparel including the great new double knits. We make this offer to win new friends and keep old ones. Stop in soon. Use your Campus Shop account.

Offer expires Saturday, December 18

**PAY NEXT JUNE, JULY AND AUGUST!**

GALS! VISIT OUR NEW FASHION CORNER JUST FOR YOU!